


2019 MAG ONTARIO CHAMPIONSHIPS 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION BULLETIN 
APRIL 4, 2019


Coaches’ IDs 
Please remember to bring your Coach’s ID to present at the registration desk.


MAG Assembly 
From 5:00 to 7:00pm at the competition venue. Room number to be communicated when available.


Technical Clarifications and Notes from Coach-Judges Meetings 
General 

The judges found many time violations on held elements. Gymnasts should remember that the judges can only 
start counting once they stop moving.


Gymnasts should be reminded that heels must be joined together after landing a dismount, a vault, and every 
landing on floor.


Floor 
P1 and P2 gymnasts should remember to kick their front leg to minimum horizontal prior to their handstand 
and cartwheel.


The press handstand for bonus in P2 is not required to be held but many gymnasts in higher levels are 
receiving time violations for their held elements.


P1 and P2 gymnasts may elect to arch in their dive roll and their straight jump for presentation and style but 
will but please note that gymnasts who maintain a straight body in these elements will not receive deductions 
for their chosen technique..


Pommel Horse 
Skills on mushroom do not change value or skill id (box) based on which direction they are facing


P3 and P4 gymnasts may get credit for EGR #1 by performing a scissor element on the long horse however 
the judges advise that the potential for deductions usually outweighs the benefits of the EGR.


P1 and P2 gymnasts should be mindful of hand placements leading up to, and including, their dismount to 
ensure they receive full credit.


P3 gymnasts should continue to work their flares as many are not receiving credit.


If a gymnast falls immediately before or during their dismount, be sure to first perform at least a circle before 
continuing to with dismount.


P1 and P2 gymnasts are not deducted for how they mount the mushroom prior to starting their routine, 
however execution deductions may be applicable as a result of their chosen style.




Rings 
P3, 4, and 5 gymnasts should focus on straight arms in their back uprise and attempt to swing hips to 
shoulder height.


P2 gymnasts: Remember to begin the routine with straight arms and to turn the rings out after the muscle-up, 
prior to the L-Sit.


Vault 
Level 1 & 2 vault: a hand mat, vault collar or chalk line are not permitted and will result in an Apparatus 
violation (large error, 0.3, from Final Score). However, a Velcro strip on the vault runway is permitted.


Elite 3 gymnasts should be mindful of piking on their 2nd Vault.


P1 gymnasts should be sure to kick out and prepare for landing early


P1 and P2 gymnasts should ensure they don’t slow down as their approach the spring board.


Parallel Bars 
P3, 4, and 5 gymnasts should be aware that the height of their swing leading into a Moy may be deducted for 
amplitude.


Note that a back uprise to support is only a partial fulfillment of EGR #2


P1 and P2 gymnasts must remember to lift legs towards ‘V’ before shooting forward into swings. Many 
gymnasts are receiving large deductions for angular deviation.


P2 gymnasts should continue to focus on making progress towards their handstand hold.


All levels should remember that adjusting their hand is a deduction; even P1 and P2 routines have transition 
elements that may incur these deductions.


High Bar 
P1 and P2 gymnasts must maintain good form during the lift.


P3 gymnasts should continue to focus on making progress towards flyaway.


Based on the judges feedback, P1 gymnasts may want to consider trying their bonus element.


